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Design 
 
Game Concept 

Nightscape is an isometric mystery/thriller game with exploration,investigation, 
and stealth- based gameplay.  The player plays as Danielle Thompson, a determined 
private investigator sent to investigate mysterious deaths happening in the town of 
Brighton.  Upon arriving, Danielle is greeted with an strange letter and an even stranger 
talisman, gifted to her by someone, or something named NULL.  She soon discovers 
the talisman harnesses the power of astral projection- allowing her to leave her physical 
body behind and explore places touched by darkness in her astral form.  By dodging the 
watchful eye of Brighton’s police force to gather hard evidence,  and using her talisman 
to find psychic impressions of what once existed, Danielle seeks to unravel the twisted 
state of affairs in this once sleepy town.  
 

Genre: Mystery/Thriller, Stealth 
Platform: PC 
Number of Players: 1 
Camera: Isometric 
Length of Play: Demo 

● Speed run > 3-6 minutes per level 
● Exploring > 5-10 minutes per level 

Length of Play: Full Game > Unknown 
Target Rating: T for Teens 
Target Audience: 13+ 

 
Key Features 
Astral World 
The Astral world is a world that runs simultaneous to the physical world that the player 
can enter through Astral Projection (see Mechanics, Astral Projection). Astral Projection 
is only possible within a building. The Astral world is an exact 
mirrored copy of the original world with a few key differences: 

- Music: Similar music to the original level music using 
different instruments and sounds to suit the tone of the 
astral world (voices) 

- Vision: slightly surreal with different and darker colour 
palette 

- Shadows represent enemies in physical world 
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When Astral Projecting, the player ceases control of Danielle’s physical form; 
leaving a husk of a body standing still in the location the player entered the Astral world. 
The player then controls Danielle Thompson’s soul.   While in astral, regular enemies 
cannot see Danielle Thompson’s astral form, but can see the physical body left behind if 
it is not hidden properly.  Unlike regular enemies, NULL has the power to see Danielle 
Thompson’s soul while Astral Projecting, as well as her physical form left behind.  

 
Clues 

The main level objective is to gather clues in both the physical world (evidence) 
and astral world (psychic impressions).  Clues are tracked in the HUD, and sorted by 
associated crime scene. Evidence takes the form of items observed and information 
gathered in crime scenes. Psychic impressions can only be found in the astral world. 
They are essentially isolated moments that once existed, and take the form of memories 
(audio logs) and observable items. Psychic impressions reinforce physical evidence or 
strengthen narrative. 
 
Entrances 

In Nightscape, levels have a defined amount of entrances (‘x’) into a level/crime 
scene (‘x’ represents a number specific to the level). These entrances act as the 
number of chances the player is given to complete each level. When caught by enemies 
(policeman and/or NULL), the player will be kicked out out of the level, and the entrance 
that the player initially used to gain access to the level will become blocked. If the player 
gets locked out of every entrance, the level is over and they finish with whatever was 
found. The player can also find optional entrances. They are usually locked from the 
inside, and can be found if the player searches for them - acting as a bonus entry point 
if the player gets caught.  For example, the player might find a locked window, which 
can be unlocked and used in the future if the player gets caught. 
  
Goal 

The goal of this game is to solve the mystery of the town Brighton and why the 
killer named NULL is committing these crimes. 
 
Scope 

The scope for this project is to have a playable and polished demo by April 1st, 
2016 and then have a finished game before July 1st, 2016. The demo will have three 
levels and the game will have eight. 
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Tools 
Unity3D: Game engine and used to gather all assets in the game’s creation 
Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator: Create textures, graphics and other assets 
Google Drive: Holding all the documents and other assets 
Garageband: Create and manipulate sounds and music 
Audacity: manipulate sounds and music 
Adobe Audition CC: manipulate sounds and music 
Autodesk Maya: Creating 3D assets 
Microsoft Word: Creating GDD 
Hansoft: Organizes the group 

 
Files 

Documents: .docx and .pdf 
Art: .png 
3D Assets: .fbx 
Sound: .wav, .aup 
Programming: .cs, .unity, and .js 
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Narrative 
 
Plot Outline 
Backstory 

The story starts off with Danielle Thomson being hired as an investigator to 
investigate the murders that have taken place in the town of Brighton. Upon arriving and 
checking into the town’s Inn’s room, the killer left a package containing a talisman and a 
letter detailing what the talisman does and challenging the player to solve the mystery 
and catch them.  

● The talisman is what gives Danielle Thomson/the player the power to 
enter into the Astral world 

 
Introduction 
The game starts with still images, cinematic cut scene: 
 

Welcome to Brighton, Miss Detective... At each crime scene, I have left clues... if 
at each scene you miss one of my clues, I will murder another person in this town… 
This talisman will give you the power to astral project, to leave your body behind and 
move through physical objects... While you are in the astral plane, your body will remain 
where you left it and vulnerable, so keep that in mind as you sneak around… Now that 
you know the rules, be thorough, and never forget the stakes of the game… NULL 
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Ending 
There are three possible endings the player (Danielle Thomson) can get: 
 
Bad End:  

The firm sent me a notice. Clear in black and white, “You are fired. Your 
negligence in this case has allowed more and more people to die. We sent you because 
we thought you would be able to find this murder and assist the police, we thought 
wrong. Please pack up your desk when you return.” The words struck me like a knife in 
the heart. They had know way of knowing how true those words are, my negligence had 
indeed caused more deaths. I sat on the motel bed for awhile, my thoughts wracked 
with guilt, and I swore I could feel the suffering of those who had died. Slowly, the 
thoughts, the pain, they became numb as time passed. I snapped to attention when I 
felt a chill down my spine. I looked up and on the wall in front of me, was a shadow, an 
ominous one, slowly raising an arm that ended in a sharp claw. I turned to see the pale 
claw come down upon me, everything went black, and I lost consciousness. 

 

Neutral End:  

With the evidence I found, there could be no more lies. I knew who the murderer 
was, who NULL was. It was none other than the police chief. Quickly I grabbed my 
things, all my documented notes, everything I would need to attack him with the truth. I 
ran outside and called for a taxi, and off I went to the police station. Inside I showed the 
man at the front my evidence, he gave a nod and rounded up some of the officers in the 
lobby. We burst into the chief’s room, ready to arrest him… or what ended up being, his 
body. Dangling from the ceiling, hung by a lone rope, was the chief of police. A 
message in blood on the wall, “Nice Try” was all that was in the room. The chief had no 
open wounds, so where did the blood come from? “Nice Try” what could that mean? 
Over the next several days I went through all of his case files. There had been no more 
murders over the next couple weeks, and it seemed once more peace had returned to 
Brighton. That is, until murder struck once more, NULL was still on the loose, and it was 
up to me to catch him, and this time, I would.  
 

True End:  

Danielle goes to confront the police chief as he has become the prime suspect. 
When she arrives she sees him talking to the mayor, with the spirit floating from the 
chief into the mayor, and the two shaking hands, talking about how “the other two” have 
their plans ready to go in motion, and that NULL is satisfied with how things are going. 
Danielle sneaks away and goes to type out a case file to email to the firm back in her 
inn room, when suddenly the evil spirit appears outside her window, watching her.  

“ With the evidence I found, there could be no more lies. I knew who the 
murderer was, who NULL was, or at least was very sure I knew who. It was none other 
than the police chief. Quickly I grabbed my things, all my documented notes, everything 
I would need to attack him with the truth. I ran outside and called for a taxi, and off I 
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went to the police station. Inside the station, it was empty, deadly silent. I snuck around, 
looking for the chief’s office and eventually I found it, the door was slightly ajar. I peeked 
in, making sure he was there, and I would have said I was shocked, but the sight of the 
mayor in the office did not surprise me. The two were talking, the hum of the AC from 
the vent beside me was muffling their words. I knew this was deeper than the police. 
The mayor must have been the ringleader, and the true culprit behind this. I was getting 
ready to enter when I saw something that made my body shiver. The… creature that 
had been prowling me in the astral plane, went from the police chief, to the mayor, who 
then gave a hearty chuckle. The spirit then came out of the mayor, who then waved his 
hands at it, and I was able to make out something, ‘I see, interesting information you 
had to share with us NULL, perhaps this should be relayed to the others as well. We 
must be ready for this, Danielle, she may be more of a thorn then we thought.’ Seems 
my suspicions were right. I don’t know how deep this goes, but I think it is safe to say, 
there are more people involved than I would like. I silently crept away from the office, 
and out the police station, running back to the motel, thoughts racing in my mind as I 
planned my next move. To be safe, I was looking at the town map and found another 
motel on the other side of town, which was conveniently near the mayor’s office, 
allowing me to keep an eye on him, and at one point or another, I would sneak in to find 
evidence or a lead. At this point, I needed to figure out what other power heads were 
involved, and then, why? Once I figure those out, I believe I will be able to find the 
person pulling the strings behind the whole show. “ 
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Character Bios 
Danielle Thomson (Protagonist/Player) 

● Personality: Outgoing, manipulative to get the truth 
● Age: 35 
● Height:5’7” 
● About: Came to Brighton to solve the murders.  

 
NULL (Main Antagonist) 

● Personality: Conceited, murderous 
● Age: N/A 
● Height: N/A 
● About: The entity who caused the murders. Has supernatural 

powers. 
 
Police Chief (Antagonist) 

● Personality: Hard boiled, Serious 
● Age: 46 
● Height: 6’7” 
● About: A red herring, he seems to be the one behind the murders. 

 
Mayor Paul Hawk (Antagonist) 

● Personality: Seems kind and helpful 
● Age: 58 
● Height: 5’9” 
● About: Was just recently elected as mayor. 

 
Harry Acker (Victim) 

● Personality: Friendly and religious 
● Age: 46 
● Height: 5’11” 
● About: He was visiting his aunt, Judy Acker. Recently decided to 

move to Brighton permanently to take care of his aunt. He was 
also secretly looking into the strange things that were happening 
in Brighton.  
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Katherine Jones (Victim) 
● Personality: Kind, friendly, curious and religious 
● Age: 28 
● Height: 5’6” 
● About: She was dating late boyfriend, Marty Ladle. They both 

had big dreams to leave town and start a life together. 
However, strange things started happening in town and she 
began investigating.  

 
Marty Ladle (Victim) 

● Personality: Religious, skeptical, and friendly. 
● Age: 34 
● Height: 5’11” 
● About: Lived in the town of Brighton and was dating Katherine 

Jones. He wanted to leave Brighton as soon as Katherine and 
him were ready, which he thought they were. Katherine, however, 
got mixed up with investigating and Marty had to put their dream on hold for her.  

 
Mr. Mike Greer 

● lives together with Mrs. Greer 
● light orange-grey hair, short, brown eyes, stocky brute of a man, age 60, 

5’4” 
● minds his own business with his wife, not really talkative, will talk with 

the player 
 
Mrs. Jane Greer 

● lives together with Mr. Greer 
● light orange-white curly hair, green eyes, porcelain skin, age 58, 5’6” 
● Timid, anxious to help the player 

 
Dorothy Donald 

● owns a flower shop in town 
● light brown, short hair, blue eyes, Caucasian, age 30, 5’7” 
● soft spoken, kind hearted, will help in any way she can 

 
Judy Acker 

● lives in her old house in town, retired, husband died long time ago, her 
nephew, Harry, comes to visit often 

● blonde hair, caucasian, brown eyes, age 49, 5’4” 
● complains a lot about the town, people, the town’s gossiper, will tell the 

player anything she wants to know 
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Jordan DiMarco 
● moved to the town with his parents when he was 16 
● long brown hair, italian, dark brown eyes, age 18, 6’0” 
● hangs out and skateboards with neighbourhood kids, usually hanging around the 

shops in town, snarky, doesn’t really care about what’s going on 
 
Martha DiMarco 

● mother of Jordan DiMarco, moved to the town recently with family 
● straight black hair, thin glasses, hazel eyes, italian, age 46, 5’6” 
● stay at home mom, shops around town from time to time, pleasant to talk with, 

friends with Jane Greer, only knows a bit of talk around town 
 
David DiMarco 

● father of Jordan and husband to Martha, works in town as a math teacher 
● black short hair, scrawny build, brown eyes, italian, age 48, 6’2” 
● jolly, always has a smile on his face, loves to help people in any way that he can, 

looks out for the little guy, stand up guy 
 
Annie Paine 

● daughter of Matthew Paine, lives in town with her father, used to live in the city 
when she was really young 

● long brown hair, blue eyes, caucasian, braided pigtails with red ribbons, age 8, 
4’0” 

● goes to school, usually in town with her father buying things - shopping around, 
at the school, or at home 

 
Matthew Paine 

● father of Annie Paine, lives in the town to move away from the big city after 
Annie’s mom died, likes the quietness of the place 

● brown short hair, blue eyes, caucasian, age 33, 5’11” 
● works out of town as a lawyer, talks a lot always has something to say about his 

life in the big city, doesn’t know much of the town itself, doesn’t find anything 
wrong with it, doesn’t pay any attention to his surroundings 

 
Diane Thorton 

● lives alone in the town, keeps to herself, very shy, doesn’t get out much, she’s a 
writer and works from home 

● short black curly hair, brown eyes, african-american, age 25, 5’3” 
● she can be seen in her home, the little brown and black house through her front 

window 
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Father Jacob 
● priest in town, gentle soul, kind to everyone but firm when it comes to the 

supernatural, started the resistance against his suspicious thoughts towards the 
Chief of Police, knows about everyone in town 

● short black hair, muscular build, brown eyes, asian, age 39, 5’9” 
● easy to talk to, find him in the church, lives in the church 

 
Andrew Common 

● is the doctor of the town, lived here all his life aside from going to medical school 
but came back, knows everyone, seems to notice that there is something weird 
going on in the town 

● short red hair, red beard, blue eyes, caucasian, age 42, 5’11” 
● warm and kind hearted, funny, wants to find out what's wrong with the town, 

helps in any way he can 
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Narrative Flow Chart 
Example Dialogue  
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Dialogue Mock Up 

 

 
 

In Game Dialogue Box 
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Clues 
Clues are tracked through the phone’s notes and day planner screens. 

Immediately after any clue is activated, it’s accompanying information is added to 
“notes”.  Accompanying information varies based on the type of clue, but usually takes 
the form of a photograph or sketch of the clue, with a description and a summary of 
related information.  
 
Evidence 

Evidence is anything of note found in crime scenes grounded to the physical 
world. When evidence is interacted with, Danielle takes a picture of it with her phone 
and writes a short description and statement of it’s importance, which is then added to 
the journal.  
 
Inn: 
Bible 

- Description 
- standard bible.  The words “still here” are underlined 

on a page, and written underneath are the numbers 
21-54-10 

- Importance 
- Contains the combination to a safe at Katherine 

Jones’ house.  
- Phone Entries 

- picture of the page added to notes 
Two cups of coffee 

- Description 
- two coffee mugs side by side, one has lipstick on it 

- Importance 
- shows Harry had a visitor 
- lipstick is the same colour as Katherine Jones’ 

- Phone Entries 
- “Hmm… Looks like Harry had someone come visit him before he was 

murdered” 
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Harry’s Wallet 
- Description 

- has receipt from Dorothy's Daisies 
- Importance 

- leads the player to Dorothy’s Daisies 
- Phone Entries 

- “Wonder who he was buying flowers for?” 
- Picture of receipt 

 Napkin with Phone Number 
- Description 

- Wrinkled napkin with a number scrawled  
- Importance 

- Connects Harry with Father Jacob 
- Phone Entries 

- “I wonder who's number this is?” 
- picture added to notes 

Harry’s Notepad 
- Description 

- Plain pocket notepad 
- Importance 

- Shows Harry’s skepticism of police 
- Phone Entries 

- “Looks like Harry was keeping tabs on his co-workers” 
Stopped alarm Clock 

- Description 
- stopped at 6:06 pm, the time of Harry’s murder 

- Importance 
- hints at supernatural energy 
- Harry’s time of death 

- Phone Entries 
- “This is probably the time at that the murder was 

committed” 
- Time of death added to victim profile 
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Strange symbol 
- Description 

- large, drawn in blood 
- Importance  

- NULL’s symbol 
- implies important purpose behind the killings 

- Phone entries 
- picture of symbol added 
- “it looks like it’s drawn in blood” 

 
House: 
Books and Papers 

- Description 
- notes about supernatural entities 

- Importance 
- shows the victim was looking into paranormal phenomena 

- Phone Entries 
- “Seems like she knew more about what's going on in this town than me. 

She would have been able to help me out so much if she was alive.  At 
least I have her notes.” 

- picture of document wall added to notes 
Father Jacob’s Contact Info 

- Description 
- small piece of paper with the name Father Jacob, and his phone number 

- Importance 
- Links Katherine to the Church and Father Jacob 
- Same number as on the napkin in the inn 

- Phone Entries 
- “I should see Father Jacob and see if he’s got any useful information.” 

Police Scanner 
- Description 

- older radio unit with mouthpiece 
- Importance 

- shows Katherine was investigating police force 
- Phone Entries 

- “I wonder what she was listening for” 
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Clocks 
- Description 

- all clocks in house stopped at 11:01 pm 
- Importance 

- Katherine’s time of death 
- Phone Entries 

- “Stuck at 11:01 pm” 
- Time of death added to victim profile 

Police Documents 
- Description 

- contains suspicious police reports involving murder cases 
- Importance 

- Connects Harry and Katherine 
- shows police corruption 

- Phone Entries 
- “Seems like Harry may have been looking into a bit of the history of the 

police force here.  Maybe he was trying to find out something that they 
didn’t really want him to know.  Being in the police force he should already 
be able to access these records though.  Wonder why he would be looking 
outside of the police station for these”. 

Strange symbol 
- Description 

- large, drawn in blood 
- Importance  

- NULL’s symbol 
- implies important purpose behind the killings 

- Phone entries 
- picture of symbol added 
- “it looks like it’s drawn in blood” 

Telescope 
- Description 

- Pointed at church on roof of Katharine’s house 
- Importance 

- Implies Katharine was interested in something going on at the church 
- Phone Entries 

- “Seems like Katharine was waiting for something to happen at the church.” 
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Séance Remnants 
- Description 

- Will only be able to find this as a physical clue if player has talked to 
Dorothy 

- faint marks on ground, implies some kind of witch ceremony happened. 
- Importance 

- Player will have a better understanding of the enemy the player is dealing 
with as this clue goes with the psychic impression players can find of this 
remnants which is supposed to be kind of confusing 

- Phone Entry 
- “Guess whatever she was trying to conjure didn’t help protect her.  At least 

I have somewhat of a better idea of what I’m dealing with here.” 
 
Church: 
Pocket Watch 

- Description 
- pocket watch engraved with the name Marty Ladle 
- time stopped at 11:55 pm 

- Importance 
- shows Marty’s time of death 
- implies it fell off Marty’s wrist as he was being moved 

- Phone Entries 
- “This is engraved with Marty’s name. It seems to have stopped working 

suddenly.  It must have fallen out of his pocket somehow” 
- victim profile updated with time of death 

Torn piece of cloth 
- Description 

- piece of cloth snagged on a nail 
- Importance 

- the piece missing from Harry Acker’s uniform 
- ties two crime scenes together 

- Phone Entries 
- “This piece of fabric looks like it matches the piece missing from Harry 

Acker’s uniform” 
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Binoculars 
- Description 

- a pair of worn binoculars in church bell tower 
- Importance 

- implies someone was watching for something 
- if torn piece of cloth found, implies Harry Acker was watching for 

something.  
- Phone Entries 

- “someone was up here watching for something” (if torn piece of cloth  not 
found) 

- “Harry Acker must have been up here watching for something” (if/when 
torn piece of cloth  found) 

Strange symbol 
- Description 

- drawn in blood 
- Importance  

- NULL’s symbol 
- implies important purpose behind the killings 

- Phone entries 
- picture of symbol added 
- “it looks like it’s drawn in blood” 

Gun 
- Description 

- Glock 22 
- tossed aside near where Marty was killed 

- Importance 
- murder weapon 
- shows murderer isn’t afraid of getting caught 

- Phone Entries 
- “This killer didn’t bother to dispose of the murder weapon. They’re clearly 

unafraid of getting caught, or don’t even view it as a possibility.  I’ll dust it 
for prints when I get back to my room.” 
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Worn Bible 
- Description 

- a well-used bible inscribed with Father Jacob’s name and containing the 
code 21-54-10 and some sketches of symbols  

- Importance 
- connects Father Jacob with Katherine Jones 
- Shows he knew about police corruption 

- Phone Entries 
- “This bible belongs to Father Jacob. He wrote some things on this page” 
- pictures of code and symbols added 

 
Psychic Impressions 

Psychic impressions are intense, isolated moments that show important 
moments that happened prior in the case.  They take the form of memories (audio) and 
objects that Danielle activates to hear and understand. Psychic impressions can’t be 
interacted with physically, so Danielle makes notes in her phone summarizing memories 
and objects when she re-enters her body.  
 
Inn: 
Harry’s Body 

- Description 
- Covered in blood with a patch of cloth missing from his uniform 

- Importance 
- show’s Harry’s cause of death 
- connects to piece of uniform in church 

- Phone Entry 
- Harry’s body was stabbed to death, and his uniform had a large tear. 
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Blood Stain 
- Description 

- a large pool of blood and smaller pools leading to the bathroom 
- Importance 

- Shows where Harry was attacked 
- Shows Harry tried to lock himself in the bathroom 
- Shows Harry was taken by surprise 

- Audio 
- “What the…” loud scream 

- Phone Entry 
- A  large pool of blood in the middle of the room trailed off into the 

bathroom. 
- Harry was taken by surprise by his attacker 

Smudge 
- Description 

- strangely shaped smudge on the window 
- Importance 

- Shows Harry was being watched or watching something 
- Phone Entry 

- A large smudge on the window. I can’t tell if it’s on the outside or inside 
- Harry was either watching something or being watched before he died. 

 
House: 
Katherine’s Body 

- Description 
- on the floor, neck clearly broken 
- wearing jewelry, has bright lipstick on 

- Importance 
- shows Katherine’s cause of death 
- shows attacker wasn’t after valuables 
- connects with lipstick on coffee mug at the inn 

- Phone Entry 
- Katherine’s neck was broken.  
- Katherine was wearing jewelry and had red lipstick on. 
- (if lipstick mugs found in previous level) Katherine’s lipstick matches the 

lipstick on the mug in Harry Acker’s room. 
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Ritual Remnants 
- Description 

- large pentagram surrounded by symbols drawn in blood 
- Importance 

- shows Katherine was trying to do something about paranormal activity 
- contains symbol similar to one occurring physically in crime scenes 
- relates to “seance remnants” evidence  

- Audio 
- “Hunter of the night: Lend your power unto the spell, Work my will by 

magic rite.” 
- Phone Entry  

- Katherine was trying to do something related to the paranormal (if seance 
evidence not found) 

- Katherine was trying to summon a powerful entity (if/when  seance 
evidence is found) 

- sketch of ritual circle 
Photos of Katherine with Marty 

- Description 
- pictures of Katherine and Marty that were taken down 
- in physical world, empty rectangles are seen  

- Importance 
- Shows Katherine’s connection to Marty 
- shows Katherine tried to hide connection 

- Phone Entry 
- Marty and Katherine used to date 
- Victim profiles updated to include Katherine and Marty’s connection 

 
Church: 
Bloody Robes 

- Description 
- Father Jacob’s robes covered in blood 

- Importance 
- shows Father Jacob knew about the murder 

- Audio 
- last rites 

- Phone Entry 
- Father Jacob’s robes were covered in blood 
- Father Jacob said last rites for someone 
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Blood Stain/Trail 
- Description 

- large pool of blood followed by a long trail 
- Importance 

- shows Marty’s body was moved 
- shows where Marty was murdered 

- Phone Entry 
- A large pool of blood followed by a long trail 
- Marty’s body was dragged 

Marty’s Body 
- Description 

- covered in blood, has several bullet holes 
- Importance 

- Shows Marty’s cause of death 
- Phone Entry 

- Marty’s body was riddled with bullets 
 
Journal 

The journal notifies and keeps a log of all the clues Danielle has found as well as 
keep track of her current actions. For example, 
 
Example Journal Entry 
 

11:00 a.m.  
     “I went over to speak with Mr. Greer to ask him if 

he knew what had happened to Harry Acker. I lied to 
Mr. Greer and told him I was a reporter trying to write a 
story on the murders in the town to get some 
information out of him. He began to tell me some very 
useful information.” 
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Mechanics 
 
Core Mechanics 
Investigation 
The player can gather hints for upcoming levels such as clue locations, optional 
entrance locations, and other helpful information by talking to NPCs in the overworld. 
Within buildings, the player must use logic and gathers clues.  As some clues lead to 
others, if a crime scene isn’t fully investigated the player may be punished later on. 
While some inferences are made by Danielle, the player also has to work to understand 
the information they find.  
 
Police 
Police Officers will be roaming the levels making sure that no one else is inside the 
level. Danielle must avoid the Police using the stealth mechanic and strategic planning 
whilst collecting clues and information to solve the crime in the level. The Police officers 
operate on an A.I. that randomly walks around the level. Actions that Danielle does such 
as walking, running, and taking pictures make different levels of noise that the police 
officers can hear, making them investigate where Danielle was when the officer was 
triggered. If Danielle is not found in that area, they will return to their random cycle. The 
triggers are voice acted so the players know when they are being investigated. 
 
Camera 
The camera is an isometric view that is fixed on the player when they are in the 
overworld. When the player leaves to go inside/start a level, the camera can rotate 
allowing the player to more easily explore and view the space. 

● Player will be able to rotate the camera around Danielle to see different parts of 
the level 

● Camera will not be able to zoom or compress the view 
● Overworld camera relative to player 

○ 45 degree angle 
○ x= 0, y= 8.5, z= -7 

● Level camera relative to player 
○ 45 degree angle 
○ x= 0, y= 4.25, z= -3.5 
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Astral Projection 
Astral Projection allows the player to switch between the physical and the astral 

worlds. The physical world is essentially a “normal” state, where the player can interact 
with physical objects such as doors and keys, and evidence such as a victim’s 
belongings.  

 
The Astral world is much darker and foreboding than the physical world.  When 

astral projecting, the player can access areas inaccessible through physical means. 
Also, the player can see things that once existed in the physical world known as psychic 
impressions.  These are the psychological remnants left over from traumatic 
experiences, and generally take the form of a victim’s last moments alive.  Psychic 
impressions are grounded to objects such as victim’s bodies, bloodstains, and 
paranormal phenomena, and always have an audio clip of the memory it represents.  

 
Danielle is able to Astral Project when talisman around her neck glows. It glows 

blue normally but if NULL is in the level or spawns into the level it glows red. The 
talisman continues to glow during Astral Projection and stops when Astral Projection 
has ended.  When Astral Projection is available again for use, the talisman glows. The 
colour of the talisman is either blue, signaling that NULL is not in the level, or red 
signaling that NULL is in the level. 
 
While Astral Projecting, there are a number of factors that influence when and how long 
it can be done.  

● As the player is using their soul to enter the Astral world, they leave behind their 
body.  

● If their body is touched by anyone (such as police officers) while their soul is not 
present, the player will snap back into their physical form and suffer the 
consequences of getting caught.  

● As the player is tethered to their body, the farther they stray from it the harder it 
will be to find their way back.  This will be done by: 

○ distorting visuals with creeping darkness, eventually reducing the player’s 
field of view to nothing. 

○ Slowly fading in the sound of white noise 
● The player also cannot stay in the Astral world for long.  After 20 seconds, NULL 

enters the level and will try to grab the player’s body.  
○ If NULL reaches your body before you do: the player gets “caught” and will 

have an entrance closed, and NULL will be in the level permanently. The 
time limit will be removed the next time the player attempts to enter Astral 
Projection, and NULL will immediately head toward the player. 
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○ If the player beats NULL to their body, they are safe 
● When NULL is not permanently spawned, Astral Projection has a cooldown equal 

to the length spent in Astral Projection. (If the player spends 10 seconds in Astral 
Projection, they cannot use Astral Projection for 10 seconds.) 

● There is no visual representation of time spent in in the astral world. It is up to the 
player to keep track of the time that has passed, and use the talisman’s light to 
determine when danger is imminent.  

  
If a player has permanently summoned NULL, they will be able to tell where NULL is in 
the physical world with the implementation of lights.  If NULL is nearby, lights in the area 
will begin to flicker, signalling players to wait to Astral Project.  
  

While some doors are secured by a lock and obtainable key, other areas are only 
accessible via astral projection.  
To make sure players know the difference between lock & key and astral-accessible 
doors: 

● Astral-accessible doors will have an altered colour mirroring the current glow (red 
or blue) of the talisman 

● an appropriate message will be presented to the player once they attempt to 
open such a door. 

● When attempting to access a door that needs a key, the player will hear: 
“Locked. Maybe I can find a key.”  

● When attempting to access a door that is astral-accessible, the player will 
hear: “Something is holding this door shut...maybe there’s another way 
through it?”  

 
Stealth 
 Stealth is an incredibly important mechanic and the focus of gameplay.  Getting 
caught by officers or NULL has consequences ( the main penalty being that the player 
gets locked out of the level entrance last used).  The player must use stealth to 
physically move through levels successfully.  This is done by crouching, and staying out 
of the officers’ field of view.  Officers will also not open doors to search for the player, so 
areas such as closets are safe spaces to avoid detection.  
 

Every officer in the levels carries a flashlight, and the flashlight’s beam 
represents the officer’s field of view.  If the player is within the beam of the flashlight, 
they will get caught and an entrance will be closed. The flashlight’s beam cannot pass 
through walls or solid objects.  Staying behind such objects will keep the player safe as 
long as they continue to obstruct the officer’s view. 
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User Interface 

UI elements will be minimal during gameplay, as the majority of information 
presented to the player will be through Danielle’s cell phone. 
 
UI Elements: 
Key box 

- A row on the bottom left corner showing how many keys the player has (similar to 
the Legend of Zelda games)  

Activate Button 
- items that can be activated or interacted with (with the exception of clues) will 

have a small icon with the image of the activate button above it, to show if and 
how to activate items.  

Dialogue boxes  
- A rectangular black box with white letters that stretches horizontally across the 

bottom of the screen. 
- character portraits on either side (Danielle always on Right) 
- dialogue options appear in middle of screen in smaller black box 
- tutorial messages will appear in a dialogue box. 

 
Cell Phone HUD: 

The main way in which the player can access information about the game world 
is through Danielle Thompson’s cell phone.  Instead of a traditional heads-up display, 
the player can access menu items through the cell phone, which unobtrusively occupies 
the bottom right corner of the screen while in use. 
 
Phone Screens: 

- Home Screen 
- Where player can access apps pertaining to case notes and media 
- Shows accessible apps (Notes, Map, Day Planner, Options) 

- Map 
- brings up static image of the overworld.  
- important buildings are labelled 

- Notes 
- Broken into tabs 

 
- Journal 

- Log of Danielle’s observations and actions 
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- Helps the player keep track of what they have done and 
serves as a reminder in case they are not sure what they 
have to do, and what needs to be done 

 
- Harry Acker’s case file 

- victim profile 
- crime scene clues 

- physical evidence 
- pictures and descriptions 

- psychic impressions 
- audio log and descriptions  

- Katherine Jones’ case file 
- victim profile 
- crime scene clues 

- physical evidence 
- pictures and descriptions 

- psychic impressions 
- audio log and descriptions  

- Marty Ladle’s case file 
- victim profile 
- crime scene clues 

- physical evidence 
- pictures and descriptions 

- psychic impressions 
- audio log and descriptions  

- Interviews 
- dialogue logs sorted by NPC 

- General 
- NULL’s note to Danielle  

- Day Planner 
- An event tracker for the player can view what tasks to complete 
- Example 

- Ê Enter level 
- Ê Get Inn key from front office 
- ⃞ Search the Inn for clues 
- ⃞ Find all the clues in the inn (hidden until above task is complete) 

- Options 
- general game settings 
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Phone Mock Up 
(Refer to the  Nightscape Art Design Document) 
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In game screenshot of UI 
 

 
 
Clues Discovery 

Clue discovery is central to gameplay and signifies player success. All clues are 
visually tied to the gamespace through 3d models and 2d textures.  When the player is 
close enough to a clue, they can interact or activate it by pressing the activation button. 
When  a clue is activated, it’s accompanying information is immediately added to the 
phone’s note section, and the day planner’s tasks are updated. 
 
Clues are sorted into two major categories: 
 
Evidence: 

When the player finds a piece of evidence, Danielle Thomson will take a picture 
or add a description of it to her notes app. When this happens, the phone will make a 
sound indicating that that player has found a clue. After, the player can go into their 
notes and look at the clues they found.  

 
Psychic Impressions: 

When the player activates a psychic impression, any associated audio will 
automatically play. The player can then listen to it or cancel out and continue on. 
Danielle cannot interact with psychic impressions on a physical level.  The associated 
audio cannot be recorded on Danielle’s phone and objects cannot be picked up, so 
notes on what was heard and seen are added to the phone once the player is back in 
the physical world.  
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Day Planner Tasks 
Upon entering a level, the player is presented with the task “search the (level 

name)  for clues” in their day planner.  This is marked complete when the base number 
of clues for each level are discovered. 

 
When the first task is completed, players are given another task “find all the clues 

in the (level name) ” in the day planner.  This is marked complete when all clues are 
found in a level.  
 

When the player tries to exit a level, Danielle makes a certain remark based on 
what clue tasks have been completed, hinting to the player that there are either more 
clues to find or nothing left (see Archetypes, Clues for more detail).  
 
End-Game 
Depending on the number of clues found, the player will receive one of three endings 
once all levels are finished.  

- Bad Ending (Only 0-40% of clues and psychic impressions found) 
- Neutral Ending (Only 41-99% of clues and psychic impressions found) 
- True Ending (100% of clues and psychic impressions found) 
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Archetypes 
Player 

Properties 

● Camera control within buildings 

● walking/running 

● toggle crouching/sneaking 

● Hidden/Detected/Caught 

○ To remain hidden 

● Players must make minimal noise when within earshot of AI 

○ This is done by sneaking or reducing movement 

speed 

● Players must stay out of the AI’s FOV (represented by a 

flashlight) 

○ This is done by remaining in the dark behind objects 

that block the flashlight’s beam  

○ To get detected 

■ Players make too much noise while within earshot of AI, causing AI 

to turn around to put player into FOV 

● Done by running or moving too fast while too close to AI 

■ Player enters AI FOV 

● Done by being within AI flashlight beam 

○ To remove detected status 

■ Player has short timeframe (~2-3 sec) to exit AI FOV before they 

are caught. 

● To exit FOV, player must move out of flashlight beam. 

● If player is detected by making noise, the delay begins when 

the player enters the FOV, not when they are initially heard 

by AI. 

○ To get caught 
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■ Player stays in  AI FOV for too long 

■ Player then freezes in place, triggering AI finding animation 

■ On AI collision with body, player respawns at level spawn point. 

● entering astral projection/re-entering physical body 

○ astral projection 

■ player  presses astral button, Danielle touches talisman 

● if Astral Projection is available, the player will enter it 

● if astral projection cannot be used, nothing will happen.  

○ re-entering physical body 

■ player collides soul with physical body, and presses the astral 

button.  

Interactions 

(all interactions are initiated via the controller’s activate button unless otherwise stated) 

● Taking out phone 

○ Danielle reaches into pocket and pulls out phone 

○ Done manually through the start button 

○ While phone is being viewed, game time is paused. (this does not apply to 

phone animations in-game, such as the player taking out the phone to 

take a picture) 

● interacting with clues 

○ take photo with phone 

○ reach out to examine 

■ clues then added to phone 

● picking up keys 

○ reaching out and taking 

■ key then added to inventory 

● Climbing ladders 

○ player grabs on to ladder, can then move up/down 

● Doors 
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○ unlocking doors 

■ done when keys are in possession 

○ unlocking alternate entrances 

■ done by interacting with entrance from the inside 

○ opening and closing doors 

■ done by interacting while in range of knob/handle 

○ Astral-only doors 

■ Simply passed through while astral projecting. 

■ In physical form, door is solid and upon interaction, nothing 

happens.  

Player state variables 

● physical form 

● astral form 

● crouching 

● standing 

● running 

● sneaking 

● walking 

● climbing 

● hidden 

● detected 

● caught 

● idle  

  

AI 

Properties 

● Movement speed 

○ When unaware: 

■ movement speed slightly slower than the player walk speed 
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○ When suspicious 

■ Movement speed matches player walk speed 

○ When alert 

■ Movement speed matches player run speed 

● FOV 

○ represented by flashlight. 

■ moves with AI body, not independently 

○ Default settings 

■ range: ~95 

■ angle: ~45 

■ intensity: 4.3 

● Earshot 

○ Sphere surrounding AI that indicates if a player’s noises can be heard 

■ Default radius: undetermined 

● Reaction time 

○ Time it takes for player to go from detected  to caught . 

● Pausing 

○ AI movement stops for a varied amount of time between 1 and 10 seconds 

● Physical form 

○ spotting the player 

■ on flashlight hit, after a short delay, AI will run towards player 

○ kicking out the player 

■ AI body collides with player 

■ repositioning player  to level spawn  point 

● Astral form 

○ Appear as shadows of original form 

○ Can’t catch player 

○ Wander as they would in physical world 
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Interactions 

● Cannot open doors or interact with game world 

● Can only interact with player by detecting or catching them. 

State Variables 

● Idle 

● Wandering 

● Physical form 

● Astral form 

● Unaware (player is hidden ) 

● Suspicious (player is detected ) 

● Aware (player is caught ) 

● Patrol area 

 

NULL 

Properties 

● Movement Speed 

○ Wandering 

■ If NULL is permanently summoned to a level, it will wander 

aimlessly until the player astral projects 

○ Chasing 

■  When the player is astral projecting and NULL is in the level, NULL 

will pursue the player’s physical body at a speed between player 

walking and running speed. 

● Astral World 

○ NULL appears in the astral world through a random level entrance when 

the player is in astral for too long.  

○ When summoned, NULL pursues the player’s physical body, ignoring the 

player in astral form. 

■ If NULL collides with the player’s physical form: 
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● NULL remains in the level permanently, making astral 

projection riskier 

● The player is kicked from the area and respawns at the level 

spawn point with an entrance closed 

● Physical World 

○ When NULL has been summoned permanently to a level,  lights in the 

physical world flicker near his location, giving the player an idea of where 

he is.  

Interactions 

● Interactions with null are based solely on colliding with the player’s physical body 

 

State Variables 

● Idle 

● Wandering (only seen in physical world through lights flickering) 

● Pursuing (the player's body) 

● Catching (the player’s body) 

 
NPCs 
Properties 

● Movement (varies) 

○ Walking 

○ Idle 

● Location 

○ NPCs will have a default location 

■ This will be marked on the map in the phone. 

○ Some NPCs will have wander zones 

■ Some NPCs move, a so each will have a designated wander zone 

that contains them to a certain area so they are easily found.  

● Dialogue 

○ Has dialogue 
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■ Upon player interaction dialog box is triggered 

■ Available dialogue on certain occasions depends on clues and 

information collected 

○ Doesn’t have dialogue 

■ If no dialogue is available but there is something of interest about 

them, the dialog box will appear with the related information.  

■ If no dialogue or anything of interest, interaction will do nothing. 

○ Anything of importance, in either case will be added to the phone upon 

interaction. 

 

Clues 

Properties 

● General 

○ When collecting clues players can strive for two tasks 

■ Find some clues 

■ Find all clues 

○ When the base number of clues are gathered, the phone task manager 

will be updated, and the new goal of find all the clues will be available. 

○ Some clues are dependent on other clues and information 

■ Some cannot be activated if the supplementing clues/information is 

not gathered. 

■ Others can be activated, but the full description and importance will 

not be available until other bits of information are gathered.  

○ If the player attempts to leave a level without collecting the base number 

of clues, Danielle will make a statement such as “I don’t think I can leave 

yet”. 

■ This will then trigger a dialog box, stating “are you sure you want to 

leave?” to which the player can select yes or no. 
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○ If the player attempts to leave a level after collecting the base number of 

clues but not all of the clues, Danielle will make a statement such as “I 

have enough information to work with”. 

■ This will then trigger a dialog box, stating “are you sure you want to 

leave?” to which the player can select yes or no. 

○ If the player attempts to leave a level after collecting all the clues, Danielle 

will make a statement such as “I have everything I could need and more. 

Time for me to go.” 

■ This will then trigger a dialog box, stating “are you sure you want to 

leave?” to which the player can select yes or no.  

○ When clues are activated and added to the journal, they are sorted  by 

crime scene, then into the categories psychic impressions and evidence. 

○ Within the categories, clues appear by the time they were found.  

● Psychic impressions 

○ Only seen, heard and intractable while astral projecting 

○ All have a visual representation of some kind 

■ Either in the form of a 3d object or 2d texture 

○ All have associated audio clip 

○ No direct representations of psychic impressions can be recorded (such 

as photographs and audio clips) 

○ Associated interaction 

■ When player is within activation range object glows with particle 

effect to show intractability  

■ Player can then press activation button 

■ Astral “clue pickup” sound played 

■ Impression is then added to the journal 

●  Always included: a description of what was seen and a 

summary of the audio 
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● Sometimes included: a sketch of the impression, especially if 

it’s importance relies more on visual than audio.  

■ Audio clip plays, player can then listen to it or cancel the audio (by 

pressing cancel/back button) 

● Evidence 

○ Seen in both physical and astral world 

○ Only intractable while in physical world 

○ All have visual representation of some kind 

■ Either as a 3d object or 2d texture 

○ Photographs of evidence are added to journal 

○ Associated interaction 

■ When player is within activation range the evidence will appear 

slightly more vibrant 

■ Player can then press activation button 

■ Phone “camera” sound played 

■ Photo of evidence and short description added to journal. 

■ Danielle then makes a comment unique to the evidence found.  
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Level Design 
  
Scale 
The scale for the game will be 1 meter : 10 units. 
 
Fail States 

● Entrances to levels count as lives/chances the player has before they fail the 
level 

○ Example: This house has 3 entrances: Front Door, Back Door, and Living 
Room Window. 

● There are also optional entrances that the player can unlock. 
○ Example: This house has 3 entrances and 1 optional entrance. Front 

Door, Back Door, Living Room Window, and the optional Locked Window 
that the player can decide to unlock while inside. 

■ Thus, the player can get caught up to 4 times if the optional 
entrance is unlocked until the player fails the level.  

● When caught in the physical world, the player will get kicked out of the crime 
scene and the entrance the player used will be blocked off by a police officer.  

● When caught by NULL (while Astral Projecting), the entrance last used will be 
blocked out, and NULL will have a permanent presence in the level from that 
point forth. 

● While Astral Projecting, if the player leaves their physical body in the open and a 
police officer catches it in the physical world, the player is removed from the 
crime scene and the entrance last used is closed.  

 
Level Archetype 
Rules of creation 

● Level interiors must be sealed off from the surrounding area to prevent unwanted 
entrances to the space being available. 

● Multiple entrances to the level should be present 
○ the more entrances included, the more chances the player is given 

● levels should have at least one optional entrance 
● each level must have a designated spawn point that is not in the level’s interior 

space. 
○ ex: a spawn point inside the front door of a house will not work, a spawn 

point on the front lawn will work. 
● entrances to levels must be accessible from the level spawn point. 
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● the player should have a couple safe places to hide, so they can astral project 
safely and stay hidden from police officers.  

● Astral clues must be in a place that does not require interaction to get to. 
● physical clues must be in a place that does not require astral projection to get to. 
● areas that will have AI must have room for two AIs to stand shoulder to shoulder  
● areas that AI and the player are expected to access must not have ledges above 

4 units, and slopes greater than 45 degrees. 
● levels must implement lights to some extent to allow the player to see NULL’s 

location (if he has permanently spawned) in the physical world. 
● if there are multiple stories to a level’s structure, each story must either be cut in 

half or have the ability to be easily activated/deactivated.  
 
Overworld  
Description 
The overworld shows the town of Brighton.  It is essentially a playable map of the 
gamespace, displaying the location of various landmarks and NPC’s going about their 
lives.  The overworld features the town inn, various shops and houses, a clock tower, 
and a large church.  Available levels can be found with the overworld map in the phone, 
and are represented by a symbol similar to the amulet gifted to Danielle by NULL.  
  
Purpose 
The purpose of the overworld is to allow the player to move about Brighton.  It allows 
the player to access levels, such as the inn, the house, and the church.  The overworld 
also features a number of NPCs, which the player can talk to and gain valuable 
information regarding what is happening in the town.  
 
Inn 
Description 
The inn is run by Mike and Jane Greer, and Danielle rents a room here to investigate 
Brighton.  It has two floors with four rooms per floor, and the office is on the main floor. 
Due to the murder of Harry Acker, the top floor of the inn is off limits as it is a crime 
scene.  To find out what really happened to Harry, Danielle accesses the top floor to 
investigate his room. Once the investigation is done, the top floor becomes 
inaccessible, but the main floor can still be accessed as it is where Danielle’s room is.  
  
Purpose 
The inn serves a number of purposes. Primarily, it is where the player begins the game 
and thus, where the tutorial takes place.  The inn is also where the player starts out 
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each day.  Once the player has completed a level, they are finished for the day, and will 
be automatically transported back to their room at the inn. The next day is then started, 
and the player can leave to roam around the overworld and find another level.  
  
Entrances and Keys 
Because this location serves more than one purpose, the entrances to the level are all 
accesses to the top floor, which becomes inaccessible once the level has been 
completed. The entrances to the second floor are as follows: 

● West Stairwell 
○ Can be locked if the player gets caught 

● East Stairwell 
○ Can be locked if the player gets caught 

● Elevator (optional) 
○ Cannot be locked if the player gets caught for the purposes of the tutorial 
○ Is unlocked by a key found in the office on a shelf 

  
Clues 
# of clues needed to complete tasks:  

● “search the inn for clues”: 4 
● “find all of the clues in the inn”: 10 

 
Evidence 

● Bible 
○ In nightstand drawer 

● Two Coffee Cups 
○ On desk 

● Harry’s Wallet 
○ In jacket in closet 

●  Napkin with phone number 
○ On dresser 

● Harry’s Notepad 
○ On desk 

● Stopped alarm clock 
○ On nightstand 

● Strange symbol 
○ In dresser drawer 
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Psychic Impressions 
● Harry’s Body 

○ In bathtub 
● Bloodstain 

○ In middle of room floor 
● Smudge 

○ on window 
  
Walkthrough 
● The player begins by receiving the key to their room from the Inn’s owner.  
● The player enters their room, and is prompted to interact with an envelope on the 

table which contains the amulet.  
● The player is prompted to look at the case files in their phone.  They decide to 

look into Harry Acker’s death first. 
○ This will then update the phone’s task list with “Search Harry Acker’s room 

for clues” 
● The player questions the Inn’s owner about the death, and he reveals some 

information. 
● The staircase leading upstairs are covered in crime scene tape, reminding the 

player that it is “off limits”.  
● If the player goes upstairs at this point, they recieve tutorial messages (see 

below). if they try to enter the victim’s room, they are prompted to find a key. 
● The player must get the room key from the main office. While there, the player 

can also find a key to the elevator (which is closed due to the crime scene). 
● After getting the room key, the player must sneak back upstairs and into the 

victim’s room.  
● The 2nd floor hallway is patrolled by a single officer.  If the player is caught by the 

officer, each of the stairwells (whatever one the player last used) can be locked. 
At that point, the player will be prompted to find another way upstairs.  The only 
other way upstairs is the locked elevator, and the key can be found in the 
owner’s office.  The elevator cannot be locked for the purpose of the tutorial, so 
the player cannot fail.  

● The tutorial is triggered by player location.  If the player does not receive the key 
but goes upstairs, they will receive the same tutorial messages as if they already 
had the key to the victim’s room. 
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Tutorial 
● Once the player reaches the top of the stairs or elevator, they will see the 

message: “press (X) to crouch and sneak by the officer” 
● The player will then see the message: “police officers patrol crime scenes 

at night.  make sure you stay quiet and avoid their flashlight beam or you’ll 
get caught.” 

● Once the player unlocks the door to the victim’s room, they will see this 
message:  “Astral Projection is a useful tool for getting past locked doors 
in areas touched by darkness. But, by leaving your physical form behind, 
you can’t interact with anything in the physical world” 

● The player will then see this message:  ”be mindful where you leave your 
body. If anyone touches it, you will be snapped back into your physical 
form at great risk to your soul.  To return to your physical form, you have 
to reconnect your soul to your body” 

● Then, this message: “You can only stray so far from your body without 
great personal risk.  The farther away you get, the harder it will be to find 
your way back.” 

● Finally, the player will see this:  “Try Astral Projecting now by pressing 
(X)”. 

● The first time the player Astral Projects too long, no matter what level they 
are in, they will be told to get back to their body before NULL reaches it. 

  
● When in the victim’s room and astral projecting for the first time, the player will 

immediately see a large bloodstain in the middle of the room. If they walk around 
the room, they will see smudge on the window, and be able to enter the 
bathroom and view Harry’s body in the bathtub. These items will be added to the 
case file once the player interacts with each, by pressing (X). 

● In the physical world, as the player walks to the center of the room, the player 
can see two cups of coffee on the desk in the corner. Interacting with them will 
add them to the case file. 

● Also on the desk is Harry’s notepad. Interacting with it will add it to the case file. 
● On the dresser beside the TV the player will see a napkin with a phone number 

on it. This will also be added to the case file. 
● If the player looks at the dresser, they will notice one of the drawers is opened 

slightly.  When the player opens it they will find a strange symbol painted on the 
bottom.  Interacting with it will add it to the clues.  

● If the player goes over to the nightstand, they will notice a stopped clock.  If they 
open the drawer, they will find a bible.  Interacting with the bible and the clock will 
reveal some clues to be added to the case file. 
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● In the closet is Harry’s jacket, containing his wallet.  Interacting with it will add 
something to the case file. 

● Once all clues are found, the player’s task list on their phone will have “find all of 
the clues in the inn” checked off.  This will signal to the player that they can now 
leave the level. 

● Once the player exits the 2nd floor of the hotel, the screen will fade to black. Day 
2 will then begin. 

  
House 
Description 
This residence was owned by Katherine Jones, who is now deceased.  It is quite old 
and large and is currently undergoing repairs on the outside.  The main floor contains a 
spacious lounge, a kitchen, powder room, living room and dining room.  The second 
floor has two bedrooms, a bathroom, and a study. On the exterior, the house has 
scaffolding on the right side that spans from the ground floor to the roof. 
  
Purpose 
The house is very important to the story.  It is where the player learns about the police’s 
involvement in the crimes.  The house also points to the connection between the 
victims.  It is hinted that Katherine Jones was visiting Harry Acker’s hotel room, and that 
Katherine was dating Marty Ladle. 
  
The house is drastically different from the other levels, as it is meant to induce a sense 
of anxiety in players.  While spacious, the layout of furniture and walls are meant to 
enclose the player, making them anticipate what could be around the corner.  The 
house relies more on the player using the stealth mechanic effectively, as the number of 
furniture and walls provide many places to stay out of sight.  
  
Entrances 
The entrances to the house are as follows: 

● Front Door 
● Back Door 
● Scaffolding 

○ Not an entrance to the house interior, but does lead to the roof.  
● Bedroom Window 

○ Accessed via scaffolding 
● Hallway window 

○ Accessed via scaffolding 
○ Unlocked from inside 
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Clues 
# of clues needed to complete tasks:  

● “search the house for clues”: 5 
● “find all of the clues in the house”: 11 

 
Evidence 

● Books and Papers 
○ In study on floor/walls 

● Father Jacob’s Contact Info 
○ On fridge in kitchen 

● Police Scanner 
○ On desk in study 

● Clocks 
○ On wall in lounge 
○ On wall in living room 
○ In master bedroom 
○ In 2nd bedroom 
○ In kitchen 

● Police Documents 
○ In safe in 2nd bedroom 

● Strange Symbol 
○ Behind picture in living room 

● Seance remnants 
○ On roof 

● Telescope 
○ On roof in corner relative to church’s position 

 
Psychic Impressions 

● Katherine’s body 
○ In master bedroom closet 

● Ritual Remnants 
○ On roof 

● Photos of Katharine with Marty 
○ On wall in hallway 
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Walkthrough 
● The player will begin the day in their hotel room.  From there they will be 

prompted to explore the town and investigate the next crime scene. 
● At this point, the player can talk to NPCs in the town, such as those related to 

Harry Acker’s case like Judy Acker or Dorothy Donald.  
● The house will have the amulet symbol over it, showing it is available for 

exploration.  Once the player approaches it, they will see the message: “do you 
want to investigate the death of Katherine Jones?” 

○ If the player selects no, they can continue about their business in the 
town.  

○ If the player selects yes, they will enter the level and their phone’s task list 
will be updated with: “search Katherine Jones’ house for clues” marked 
incomplete 

● The player will spawn on the front lawn of the house. From there they can 
choose any entrance. 

● The player will enter the front door. From there they will see a staircase directly 
ahead leading upstairs. 

● There are two officers patrolling downstairs the player must look out for. 
● If the player immediately goes left into the lounge, they will see a stopped analog 

clock on the wall. Interacting with it will add it to the case file. All clocks in the 
house will be stopped at the same time, so interacting with any will add the same 
clue.  

● If the player continues to the living room on the main floor, they will see a picture 
that is slightly askew. Interacting with it will reveal a strange symbol behind it. 
Interacting with the symbol will add it to the case file. 

● The player will also find another entrance to the house in the living room. 
● Moving into the kitchen, the player will notice a piece of paper with Father 

Jacob’s contact information on the fridge. Interacting with it will add it to the case 
file.  

● When the player moves upstairs, they will immediately notice an officer patrolling 
the hallways. 

● In the hallway, the player will notice rectangles where pictures once hung.  The 
player must then Astral Project, and they will see pictures of Katherine and her 
boyfriend Marty.  Interacting with this psychic impression will them will add them 
to the case file. 

● If the player approaches the hallway window (straight ahead from the stairs) they 
will be prompted with the option to unlock it, thus providing another entrance into 
the house. 
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● If the player tries to enter the study, they will be notified that it is locked.  The key 
resides in Katherine’s nightstand.  

● When the player enters Katherine’s room, they will notice the closet door cannot 
be opened.  If they Astral Project through it, they will find Katherine’s body. 
Interacting with it will add the psychic impression to the case file. 

● Opening the drawer of the nightstand will reveal the key to the study. Interacting 
with it will pick it up.  

● Once the player gets into the study, they will notice the room in disarray. 
Scattered all around the room are books and papers, and interacting with them 
will add them to the case file. 

● On the desk in the study the player will find a broken police scanner. Interacting 
with it will add it to the case file. 

● In the second bedroom, the player will see a safe.  The combination will be the 
same as found in the Bible in Harry Acker’s hotel room.  Inside the safe are 
police documents.  Interacting with them will add them to the case file.  

● If the player uses the scaffolding to go to the roof, they will notice a chair and a 
telescope. Interacting with it will add it to the case file. 

● The will may notice marks on the roof in the shape of a circle.  If the player has 
talked to Dorothy Donald, interacting with the marks will add “seance remnants” 
to the case file with related information.  

● If the player Astral Projects while on the roof, they will find a psychic impression 
of ritual remnants.  Interacting with it will add it to the case file. If the player 
doesn’t find the related evidence, the case file entry will be limited. 

● Once all clues are found, the player’s task list on their phone will have “find all of 
the clues in the house” checked off.  This will signal to the player that they can 
now leave the level. 

● Once the player makes their way out of an entrance, the screen will fade to 
black. Day 3 will then begin. 

  
Church 
Description 
The church is run by Father Jacob, and is where Marty Ladle died.  The design 
resembles a traditional Monastic Complex, with the ground floor containing the main 
church connected to outbuildings, forming a square around an enclosed courtyard.  The 
church also has a basement that resembles a crypt, and a belltower.  
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Purpose 
The church is a level where the player learns about the police’s involvement in the 
crimes and the nature of the entity terrorizing the town.  It also hints to the depth of the 
corruption in the police force, and reassures the player of the connection between the 
three victims.  
  
This level is the largest of the three. While being fairly open and having many places to 
explore, it also can easily trap the player and cause detection.  More than the other 
levels, the church requires the player to use Astral Projection effectively and safely.  
  
Entrances 

● Front Door 
● North Transept Door 

○ Unlocked from inside 
● East Outbuilding Door 
● South Outbuilding Door 

○ Unlocked from inside 
● Basement Door under north transept  

  
Clues 
# of clues needed to complete tasks:  

● “search the church for clues”: 4 
● “find all of the clues in the church”: 9 

 
Evidence 

● Pocket Watch 
○ On floor in outbuilding 

● Torn piece of cloth 
○ In belltower 

● Binoculars 
○ On ledge in belltower 

● Strange Symbol  
○ on wall behind basement arch 

● Worn Bible 
○ on bench in courtyard 

● Gun 
○ In corner in outbuilding 
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Psychic Impressions 
● Bloody Robes 

○ In vestry 
● Bloodstain/trail 

○ In west outbuilding leading to Marty’s body in the basement. 
● Marty’s Body 

○ In the back corner of the basement 
  
Walkthrough 

● The player begins their day in their hotel room.  From there they will be prompted 
to explore the town or talk to NPCs. 

● The church will have the amulet symbol over it, showing it is available for 
exploration.  Once the player approaches it, they will see the message: “do you 
want to investigate the death of Marty Ladle? 

○ If the player selects no, they can continue their business about the town. 
○ If the player selects yes, they will enter the level and their phone’s task list 

will be updated with: “search the church for clues” marked incomplete 
● The player will spawn on the front lawn of the church, facing the front door.  
● From there, the player can choose to enter any of the available entrances. 
● The player will enter the front door.  From there, they will immediately see one of 

the five officers patrolling the ground floor.  
● To the left is the door to the bell tower, which is locked for now. 
● To the right is the door to the west outbuilding. It is locked and only accessible 

through Astral Projection.  
● If the player chooses to Astral Project through the outbuilding door right away, 

they will notice a large bloodstain and blood trail near the opposite door.  They 
will not have time to interact with the bloodstain to add it to the case file from this 
location, and if they try they will likely have to race back to their body against 
NULL. 

● Back in physical form, the player will continue up the main aisle of the church. 
● In the middle of the aisle near the front the player will find a pocket watch. 

Interacting with it will add it to the case file.  
● If the player continues to the right, they will enter the east outbuilding. 
● Continuing down the hall, player will enter the south outbuilding, and come 

across a Glock 22 in the corner, near the door to the west building. Interacting 
with it will add it to the case file.  

● The player can then enter Astral Projection and go through the west outbuilding 
door.  Now they are close enough to the bloodstain psychic impression to add it 
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to the case file. If the player continually Astral Projects, they can follow a blood 
trail. 

● Going back the way they came, the player will note the door leading outside from 
the south outbuilding.  They can interact with it and unlock it, providing another 
entrance into the church. 

● Directly across from the south outbuilding entrance is a door to the courtyard. 
● In the courtyard is a bench, with a worn bible sitting on it.  Interacting with it will 

add it to the case file. 
● The player will note stairs leading down to a basement entrance, and doors 

leading back inside to the east outbuilding. 
● The player goes through the east outbuilding courtyard doors and notes another 

entrance to the church on the opposite wall.  
● Entering back into the main church building, the player will note the door to the 

vestry.  If they interact with it, they will see it is locked. If they check the podium, 
they will find the key, or they can Astral Project through. 

● In the vestry is Father Jacob’s robes.  If the player Astral Projects here, they will 
see his robes covered in blood. Interacting with the bloody robes will add a 
psychic impression to the case file.  

● Also in the vestry is the key to the belltower on a hook near the door.  Interacting 
with it will pick it up.  

● Back in the main part of the building, the player will find a door in the North 
Transept leading outside.  They can unlock it from inside, providing another 
entrance to the church. 

● If the player astral projects in the main building, they will see the blood trail 
leading to the basement.  The player will follow it.  

● In the basement, the player must look out for two officers.  
● In the section under the south transept, the player will find the door leading to the 

courtyard. 
● In the section under the north transept, the player will find another entrance to 

the church.  
● If the player follows the blood trail, they will be lead to the back corner of the 

basement.  Astral Projecting here will reveal Marty’s body, and interacting with it 
will add the psychic impression to the case file. 

● If the player checks behind one of the arches in the basement, they will find a 
strange symbol. Interacting with it will add it to the case file.  

● Back on the ground floor, the player will enter the belltower with the key found in 
the vestry. 

● At the top of the tower, the player will find some worn binoculars.  Interacting with 
it will add it to the case file. 
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● Also at the top of the tower, the player will find piece of torn cloth. Interacting with 
it will add it to the case file. 

● Once all clues are found, the player’s task list on their phone will have “find all of 
the clues in the church” checked off.  This will signal to the player that they can 
now leave the level. 

● The player will then leave the level, and the screen will fade to black. The demo 
will then be concluded.  

 
 
 
 
Level Layouts 
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Audio 
 
Music 
Music Attributes 
Music will conform to the dark, mysterious, and spooky tones of the game. Mostly 
comprising of orchestral, choir, and synth noises to create this tone. Occasionally 
natural elements in a soundscape form will be used to change the emotional response 
and tone of the music. For example thunder used in played of a bass drum sound.  
 
Each location will have two music tracks. One for non-astral mode when the player is 
walking around  normally and another for when the player has entered astral mode. 
Locations may change the music tone. For example the music for the church will be 
more Gospel/Angelic whilst still featuring the dark/mysterious elements of the other 
tracks to compliment the game and setting. 
 
Soundtrack 

● Title Theme 
● Overworld Theme 
● Credits Theme 
● House Theme 

○ Astral Version 
● Inn Theme 

○ Astral Version 
● Church Theme 

○ Astral Version 
 
Asset List 
Asset Attributes 
Sound effects in the game will conform to their real life counterpart when dealing with objects 
already in the real world.  
 
For example: Doors opening and closes will sound like doors opening and closing in real life 
and will match the animation of the model if applicable.  
 
Sound and sound effects that do not have a real life counterpart will conform to the same sound 
quality and consistency of the other sounds in the game. The sounds will also fit with the 
themes and tones outlined in the ‘Music Attributes’ section. For example spirits will have dark 
spooky tones and elements. 
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Ambient noise will conform to the expected sounds players would hear in real life. Wind whirling, 
trees shaking, rain, thunder, as well as scene specific sounds such as floor creaks, pipes, or 
spirit/supernatural noises should the scene require it. 
 
These ambient noises will be put together to immerse people in the environment and be tailored 
to the emotions of the game. 3D sounds will be used to put the player in a scared and alert state 
to enhance immersion. 
 
Sound Effects 

● Breaths 
○ In  
○ Out 

● Footsteps 
○ Wood 
○ Gravel 
○ Carpet 
○ Grass 

● Door 
○ Wood 

■ Open 
■ Close 

○ Metal 
■ Open 
■ Close 

● Clothing 
○ pulling out phone 

● Objects 
○ Key 

■ Pick up 
■ Unlock 

○ Window 
■  Open 

● Astral 
○ Activate 
○ Deactivate 
○ Clue Pickup 
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UI Sound Effect 
● Phone 

○ Menu Noises 
■ Navigate 
■ Selection 
■ Back 

○ Camera sound (for clues) 
● Dialogue Box 

○ Tick Noise  
Voice Acting 

● Danielle 
○ Cutscene 
○ Found all the clues/need more clues 
○ Getting caught by police 
○ Need to find another way in/found a way in 
○ No way in 
○ Unique phrase for each clue 
○ Character Interaction 

■ First Meeting (for each character) 
■ Subsequent Meetings (for each character) 

● Police chief 
○ Cutscene 
○ Astral Clues 

● Police Officer 
○ catching danielle 
○ Aggroed on danielle 
○ De-aggroed on danielle 

● Harry Acker 
○ Astral Clues 

● Katherine Jones 
○ Astral Clues 

● Marty Ladle 
○ Astral Clues 

● NULL 
○ Spirit Roars 

● Mr. Greer 
○ First meeting 
○ Subsequent meetings 

● Mrs. Greer 
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○ First meeting 
○ Subsequent meetings 

● Dorothy Donald 
○ First meeting 
○ Subsequent meetings 

● Judy Acker 
○ First meeting 
○ Subsequent meetings 

● Jordan DiMarco 
○ First meeting 
○ Subsequent meetings 

● Martha DiMarco 
○ First meeting 
○ Subsequent meetings 

● David DiMarco 
○ First meeting 
○ Subsequent meetings 

● Annie Paine 
○ First meeting 
○ Subsequent meetings 

● Matthew Paine 
○ First meeting 
○ Subsequent meetings 

● Father Jacob 
○ First meeting 
○ Subsequent meetings 
○ Astral Clues 

● Andrew Common 
○ First meeting 
○ Subsequent meetings 
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Art/Animation 
 
Game Era 
Twenties style buildings with modern day people. Mysterious atmosphere with mostly 
realistic general art style. Game’s general location will be based off of Niagara on the 
Lake 
 
Game Colors 
Heavy use of blacks for shadows and other dark areas with bright contrasting colours. 
Similar to noir comic / Hellboy art style to accentuate the stealth gameplay and mystery 
elements. 
 
Stylistic Details 
In-game models - less detailed, basic color palette to match highly rendered dialog 
portraits. Dark clothes, pale skin, bright accents. 
 
Dialog boxes - Highly rendered images of the character's faces. Due to the zoomed out 
camera angles, it is difficult to see any detail in the characters in-game. The point of 
these images are to give the player better insight as to how these characters look up 
close. Dark palette, pale skin, mostly realistic style with subtle stylistic elements (in hair, 
clothes, and facial features)
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Technical 
Begin with rough concept sketches with pen and paper for the concept work. Once a 
rough sketch is decided, send to 3D artists to be modelled. Once concepts are finished 
add into Photoshop to apply and experiment with different colour schemes until a 
suitable one can be decided. Then, provide finished concept work to texture artists to 
work on textures for the 3D models. 
 
Art Assets 
Characters 
Danielle Thompson - Lead protagonist. Pale skin. Brown hair worn in a bun, with large, 
chunky bangs. Semi-formal attire. Dark blue coat, yellow scarf, black pants, black flat 
shoes. 
 
NULL - Main Antagonist. A demon-like creature with a white plague doctor mask 
(bird-like), ragged black cloth covering the body, and silver chains tightly wrapped 
around its body. Body is blue-ish grey, and skeletor like - skin and bones. 
 
Police Chief  - Grey hair and scruff. Grey eyes, with dark shadows underneath. Large 
black military coat. White shirt and black tie underneath. Red accents (in hat and 
patches). Gold badge on chest and hat. 
 
Police - Black hat and white shirt with blue accents (on hat and patches). Black tie with 
tie clip, and black shoulder pads. 
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NPC’s 
Women - Pale skin, dark and blonde hair (long, various updo styles) dark clothes, bright 
accents. Dark, shadowy eyes. 
 
Men - Pale skin, dark clothes, short hair, occasional facial hair, dark / blonde hair. Dark, 
shadowy eyes. 
 
Buildings 

Divided into gameplay locations and overworld. Overworld must have all the 
locations visible from an isometric perspective, similar to games such as Shadow Run. 
 

Gameplay locations will need their interiors designed but will retain the same 
perspective, albeit much closer to the player. Gameplay will take place in the Inn, the 
Big House and the Church. 

 
Evidence 

Evidence will look like they are apart of the scene so that the player is not able to 
pick them out from the other assets easily.  This will force the player to analyze each 
scene well.  When a player is within activation range of the evidence, it’s colours will 
appear slightly more vibrant, indicating it can be interacted with, but not making it too 
obvious.  
 
Inn 

1. Bible 
2. Two Cups of Coffee 
3. Harry’s Wallet 
4. Napkin With Phone Number 
5. Harry’s Notepad 
6. Stopped Alarm Clock 
7. Strange Symbol 

 
House 

1. Books and Papers 
2. Father Jacob’s Contact Info 
3. Police Scanner 
4. Clocks 
5. Police Documents 
6. Strange Symbol 
7. Telescope 
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8. Seance Remnants 
 
Church 

1. Pocket Watch 
2. Torn piece of cloth 
3. Binoculars 
4. Strange Symbol 
5. Gun 
6. Worn Bible 

 
Psychic Impression 

Psychic Impressions are only seen while Astral Projecting. They will look like 
ordinary game objects except when a player walks past or close to them they will begin 
to gradually glow white from a particle effect.  They will also change the cursor to a 
selecting cursor to signify to the player that they can interact with it. 

 
Inn 

1. Harry’s Body 
2. Bloodstain 
3. Smudge 

 
House 

1. Katharine’s Body 
2. Ritual Remnants 
3. Photos of Katherine with Marty 

 
Church 

1. Father Jacob’s Bloody Robes 
2. Bloodstain/trail 
3. Marty’s Body 

 
Cutscenes 
Cutscenes - Extremely detailed, highly rendered still 
images of Danielle, other characters, the city scape, and 
building interiors. Approximately 5 to 10 images with sound 
overtop to convey the messages. Still image cutscenes to 
be used for game intro and game endings. 
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Building Entrance Cut Scene - Still image. Highly rendered images of each building 
will appear to the player before they enter it in-game. These cutscenes will act as a 
loading screen. 
 
Clues 
Evidence 

Certain clues/objects when activated will pop up in front of the players screen 
filling most of it.  When the clue/object pops up the textbox will be shown and the player 
will be able to exit the view by hitting the cancel button.   When players are looking at 
clues global game time is stopped so that the player will not be caught while analyzing a 
clue.  
 

When the player is beside a clue and has activated the clue Danielle will either 
reach up, forward, pick up from the ground, or stand still.  When Danielle is at the extent 
of her reaching animation she will freeze and the text box will pop up.  When player has 
backed out of text, text box will disappear and Danielle will retract her reaching pose to 
her normal position.  
 
Psychic Impression  

Psychic impressions are clues that the player can find in the astral world of a 
crime scene.  They are found like clue/objects where the player will access a psychic 
impression by walking up to it and being right beside it then pressing the activation 
button.  The game will automatically play the voice clip, which can be listened to all the 
way through or canceled by pressing the cancel button.  Psychic impressions are kept 
in the journal similarly to evidence.  They differ from evidence in that rather than 
photographs, the journal will contain sketches of objects as the phone can’t be used 
while astral projecting.  
 
Animation 
Specifically for humans 

● Walk 
● Run 
● Turning 

○ walk 
○ run 
○ crouch 
○ idle 

● Idle 
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● Taking a picture 
○ up 
○ middle 
○ down 

● Climbing 
○ Ladder  
○ Ledge 

● Sneaking/Crouching 
● Taking out phone 
● Putting phone back 
● Detection 

○ Getting caught (Danielle getting caught) 
○ Finding (Police found Danielle) 

 
Specifically NULL 

● Floating 
○ idle  
○ move 

● Detecting Danielle 
 
Objects 

● Door open/close 
● Drawer open/close 
● Barrel open/close 
● Shelf open/close 
● Window open/close 
● Bell swinging 
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Building Concept Art 
Church Bell Tower 

 
Church Main Building  
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Big House 

 
Inn 
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General Store 

 
Clock Tower 
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Generic House 
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Character Concept Art 

 
Danielle Thompson Character Portrait 

Annie Paine Character Portrait 
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Police Chief Character Portrait 
 

More Concept art 
Refer to Nightscape Art Design Document 
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Bug Testing 
 
Why 

Bug testing Nightscape is a crucial part of production as it will find errors that will 
effect and decide if we move on. 
 
Who 

The bug testers will consist of the whole team with exception to level designer 
and the coder because they will be making the changes and patches for the bugs; they 
should be constantly playing after the commit any changes. The narrative team will be 
important to bug test because they can find out if the mechanics are lain out properly 
and adjacent to the story. 
 
How 

The overall plan is to have team members individually play the whitebox alone. 
This will ensure that there is no bias opinions.  
 

The bug testers will have another monitor beside them with the program hansoft. 
Hansoft has the ability to allow bug testers to report bugs when they are found. The 
bugs that have been found and entered into Hansoft will notify the producer and from 
there will be delegated to the coder or level designer depending on who it applies too. 
 
Preparation 

1. Bug tester is selected one at a time 
2. They will be giving tasks that they have to complete 
3. The whitebox will be ready for them 
4. Hansoft will be close by for reporting bugs 

 
During 

1. Bug tester will go through tasks 
a. reporting each bug if found 

2. Bug tester will be given the time to play and do what they want in search for 
additional bugs that were not accounted for 
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Post Bug Testing 
1. Bugs that have been found will be properly delegated and and patched 
2. Once all bug testers have played and bugs have been patched, preparation of a 

second round of bug testing will begin 
Sample Tasks 

● Interact with the marked NPC 
● Enter marked level area 
● Interact with clues 
● Sneak by enemy 
● Turn Astral on and off 
● Bring up menu 
● Free play 
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Play Testing 
 
Why 

Play testing is mandatory for Nightscape because it allows our team to get 
feedback on our players experience. 
 
Who 

Unlike bug testing, play testing will count on feedback from players that have no 
connection to the game at all. We hope to have a variety of different people to play test 
for the reason of having a wide set of opinions because at this point of production, this 
has value. 
 
Play tester: 

● Variety of students with different majors 
● Non students 
● Teens 
● Faculty 
● Family 

 
How 

The overall plan for play testing is to secure a set amount of play testers for the 
actual play test date. They will, one at a time, play through the game with similar tasks 
as the bug tester and fill out a post play testing survey. During their playtest, they will be 
seated with a member of the team as they will take notes during the event. 
 
Preparation 

1. Secure play testers 
2. Have them read an introduction about the game and what we are trying to 

accomplish 
3. The game will be ready for them 

 
During 

1. Players will go through tasks as well as play freely 
2. They will verbally alert anything they feel necessary to the team member 

accompanying them while playing 
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Post Play Testing 
1. Players will fill out the survey 

a. There will be a section on if they found any bugs 
2. Depending on if and what bugs were found, a second round of play testing will 

begin 
 
Sample Introduction 

Welcome to Nightscape, a fourth year project for Brock University. Thank you for 
taking the time out of your schedule to take part in play testing our game. We are 
looking into your experience and opinions of the game we have now. Please be aware 
that this is not a finished product and there are chances of running into bugs. We hope 
you enjoy the game and please don't forget to fill out a short survey provided to so we 
can take your experience and opinions into account to make this game better. 
 
Sample Survey 
(Questions will be in ‘Likert Scale’ for an easier way of keeping track) 

● The controls smooth 
● The level layout was challenging 
● Clues were easy to find 
● Animations were smooth and interesting 
● Astral mechanic was fun 
● Sound set an appropriate atmosphere 
● Enemies were too easy 
● Additional Comments 
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Production 
 
Roles 
Producer: Billy Stone 
Assistant Producer: Alex Agostinho 
Narrative: Lead Alex Agostinho 

● Julie Colosimo 
● Aliah Woods 
● Mitchell Petruck 
● Curtis Pay, Editor 

Animation: Lead Curtis Pay 
● Nick Gabriel 
● Tim Perrier 

Cinematics: Lead Aliah Woods 
● Tim Perrier 
● Julie Colosimo 

Mechanics: Lead Colton Toscher 
● Nick Gabriel 
● Rachel Booth 

Level Designer: Lead Rachel Booth 
● Jobert Hain 

Art Director: Lead Jobert Hain 
● Anthony Ericksen 
● Alexandra Allen 

Game Designer: Lead Rachel Booth 
● Tim Perrier 

Puzzles: Lead Mitchell Petruck 
● Rachel Booth 

Interface:  
● Jobert Hain 
● Colton Toscher 

QA: 
● Billy Stone 
● Alex Agostinho 

Marketing: Lead Billy Stone 
● Julie Colosimo 
● Anthony Ericksen 

Concept Lead: Alexandra Allen 
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3D Art: Lead Nick Gabriel 

● Mitchell Petruck 
● Anthony Ericksen 
● Tim Perrier 

Texture: Lead Jobert Hain 
● Alexandra Allen 
● Aliah Woods 

Sound: Tim Perrier 
 
Pipelining 
The primary method of pipelining all conceptions to integration to the game is through 
the use of SVN. From Concept, to Development, to Production, and then finally to 
Integration. Nomenclature and the use of the Departments is also heavy in this process. 
Please refer to the TDD, page 22, entitled Pipelining for the full process and the details, 
as well as rules, regulations, standards and procedures for the Pipelining process. 
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